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PT Abby Global Network, an event organizer, is pleased to
submit this proposal for junior development in football
by promoting field futsal or “mini football” to students
in 3 categories namely below 12 years old, 16 years old
and below 21 years. We would like to provide a level of
competition that commensurate with each participant’s
ability, interest, and desire. This way, we give every
player, coach, and referee the opportunity to develop his
or her skills to the highest level of the individual’s ability.
We also provide educational opportunities to all players,
coaches, referees, volunteers, and the community at
large regarding the sport of football.
As our aim is to discover the best young football
talent from across Indonesia, it is very important to
understand the market analysis of Indonesia football,
the opportunity in Indonesia for football. Before
launching any product or service it is very necessary to
know the potential market of that particular product
and therefore we wish to highlight the potential market
of Indonesia football. Football is Indonesia’s most
popular sports and can be seen as a powerhouse for
the sport football, like many other countries in the
world. With the talent coming from all different corners
and with the brimming opportunities, we see Indonesia
as a team moving forward. The passion for the game
is spread all over Indonesia but is really high in many
pockets, where football is more popular.

Indonesian football is currently going through a major
transformation. Efforts are being made by the sport
authorities, clubs, individuals and also corporate houses
to bring this game into the limelight and back to its
former glory. The Indonesian Football Association has
restructured their administration and money has been
poured into the game, so more windows of opportunity
are opening up. The corporate houses of Indonesia are
taking special interest to develop and also give proper
shape to football. All foreign organizations are trying to
explore the present opportunity of the Indonesian football
market. But domestic organizations or clubs are lacking
to do so. But an effort to give momentum to the game
is sure to pay off not only in terms of financial gains but
also with a name etched in history for joining hands in the
revolution called “Road to England”.
In order to expediate the grassroot level of the potential
of footballers in Indonesia, a football academy is needed
to synergize and extract the extraordinaire strengths of
the young footballers of the nation. As such, Ken Barnes
International has appointed PT Abby Global Network
as their authorized and official football coordinator
in Indonesia. With this appointment, PT Abby Global
Network and Ken Barnes and their sponsors will explore
and discover the hidden talents of the grassroot levels
in Indonesia. The targets are sighted at under 12 years
old, under 16 years old and under 21 years old talents in
Indonesia.
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the Grassroots Mentoring Programmes. It is also an outlet for young footballer that want to hone their skills and
continue their development year round. The Club is also affiliated to the Manchester City Football Club.
Why support grassroots football?
Can create opportunities to succeed and win through developing and setting up competitions for grassroots talents. Amongst others, grassroots football can provide:
• An opportunity to develop football and grassroots sport in Indonesia;
• International tournament participation opportunities and football excellence;
• Partnership with government, non-governmental organizations, the private sector and the media to achieve
key societal objectives;
• Support for social progress and a contribution to a healthier country.
What are the goals and objectives?
• A structure and infrastructure supporting grassroots football;
• Increasing the number of talented players involved from grassroots to elite level;
• Increasing the number of competitions at divisional, state and national level;
• Improving the quality of the game through educating more coaches, referees and officials;
• Increasing involvement of former players as administrators and leaders;
• Increasing awareness and media coverage;
• Garnering support from all stakeholders including government, non-governmental organizations, the private
sector and the media.

A). Ken Barnes
Kenneth Herbert Barnes (16 March 1929 – 13 July 2010) was an English footballer. He played as a half back for
Manchester City and Wrexham. On the books of Birmingham City as a youth, Barnes began his football career at
amateur level. Upon completion of his national service in 1947 he joined semi-pro Stafford Rangers. A transfer to
Manchester City in 1950 meant Barnes turned professional, but his pro career had a slow start, making only one
first team appearance in four years. He broke into the first team in 1954, flourishing as part of the tactical system
known as the Revie Plan. During this period he played in two consecutive FA Cup finals, as a loser in 1955 and a
winner in 1956. After making 283 appearances for Manchester City he joined Wrexham as player-manager in 1961,
guiding them to promotion in his first season. Barnes returned to Manchester City in 1970, and over more than
two decades filled a variety of coaching roles, including overseeing the development of the youth team which won
the 1986 FA Youth Cup.
B). Peter Barnes
Peter Simon Barnes (born 10 June 1957) is an English former international footballer, and the son of renowned
coach and scout Ken Barnes. He is one of a small number of players to have played for both Manchester City and
Manchester United. He was named as PFA Young Player of the Year after scoring in the 1976 League Cup final
victory for Manchester City. He won 22 England caps, and became West Bromwich Albion’s record buy at £748,000.
He played for Leeds United and was also a rare English export to La Liga with Real Betis. He played briefly for
Coventry City, and was signed by Ron Atkinson at Manchester United in 1985. After retiring from playing, Barnes
had a brief spell managing Gibraltar and Runcorn, and has since worked behind the scenes at Manchester City and
for local radio. Since August 2010, he has been based in Kuala Lumpur, working as a Premier League pundit for
Malaysian network, Astro, and its thrice-weekly FourFourTwo TV programme. On the night that his former club
Manchester City clinched the 2011–12 Premier League title, the normally reserved Barnes sang a rendition of Blue
Moon during the post-game show in Astro’s studios. He also continued his father’s legacy, running soccer schools
for impoverished local children
C). Ken Barnes Football Club
In December 2012, KBFC announced its commitment to an Indonesian partnership that would develop a permanent and sustainable model in the territory, their second outside UK. The announcement followed three years of
research and relationship-building facilitated by the Peter Barnes and resulting in operational pilots, visits from
KBFC Ambassador Peter Barnes and a recent visit by legend Kevin Keegan. KBFC long-term vision is to raise the
standard of domestic football and find Indonesia’s next football star. KBFC mission is to produce and nurture exceptional, elite grassroots footballers through the creation of soft skills football competition and training program.
We hope to achieve our mission through successful execution of the Grassroots Youth Football Competition and

How can this be achieved?
• Strengthen, assess and continually review the structure supporting grassroots football;
• Grassroots programmes from as early as twelve years old;
• Introduce and optimize football competitions from grassroots to elite level;
• Actively engage with the media regarding grassroots football.
Why Ken Barnes International Football Club?
The levels of development in grassroots football differ greatly from region to region, and as a result so do the
needs. With this in mind, Ken Barnes Football Academy is working with the following partners to overcome the
challenges lying ahead pertaining to grassroots football in identifying talented and critically thinking players. Ken
Barnes Football Academy possesses the knowledge, experience, credibility and contribution will add great value
to the implementation of the different initiatives.

Ken Barnes Football Club main principles:
• Worldwide promotion and development:
Support and work together with partners to promote
grassroots football in United Kingdom and to increase
the number of involvement in football (coaches, referees, administrators and officials).
• Tailor-made programmes and services:
Provide tailor-made programmes and services with a
flexible approach adapted to the specific needs.
• Football quality and quantity:
Place special emphasis on increasing the quality and
quantity of grassroots football competitions at district
level as well as knowledge and expertise in the game.
• Collaboration and partnerships:
Foster partnerships between the associations, local
governments, local committees, and the private sector
to support grassroots football and strengthen its structure locally.

The Objective

EXECUTION STRATEGY

To develop football thinking players that are both technically and tactically capable of outstanding game play.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need #1: Improve Motor ability: balance, agility and coordination.
Need #2: Improve Perception: Insight, awareness and vision.
Need #3: Improve Problem Solving: choices and decisions.
Need#4: Improve Physical fitness
Need#5: Improve Psychological Domain: fun, enjoyment and competition.
Need#6: Improve Strategic Thinking: learning by discovery, trial and error.

RATIONALE
“Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend the first four
sharpening the axe.” Abraham Lincoln
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Networking with Football academy for clinics, coaching and training
Business opportunities
Alignment with mission & vision of the football development program of the state
Exploitation of current resources and avenues
State level support for the grassroots
Retain and develop young talents
Providing opportunities to talented individuals

The OPPORTUNITY
To discover potential talents in both players and coaches.
•
•
•

Our execution strategy incorporates proven methodologies, extremely qualified personnel, and a highly
responsive approach to managing deliverables. Following is a description of our project methods, including
how the project will be developed, a proposed timeline of events, and reasons for why we suggest developing the project as described.

Goal #1:Sound understanding of the roles and responsibilities of each player
Goal #2: Discovering new enthusiastic coaches & approaches to their role with a desire to improve, develop,
mentor appropriate techniques and communication to educate the players .
Goal #3: Accelerate the team to create and exploit the opportunities within the game

•
•
•

Technical staff and qualified referees to ensure project will be managed from start to finish which
include methodologies for completing deliverables, tools and techniques, communications and mitigate
risk.
Resources such as facilities and contractors ready to be mobilized.
Advertisement via social networking media, schools and district offices.

THE OFFICIALS
Referees for the competitions will be referees from the Football Association of Indonesia or/and FIFA referees
and games officials will be from Ken Barnes Football Academy.

The SOLUTION
To organize and manage field futsal competition so as to identify & enact improvement strategies for individual
players.
•
•

Setting up Ken Barnes Football Academy in Indonesia
Organise 4 aside field futsal grass field for distinguish trophies (for under 12, 14 and 16) to discover talents:
- under 12, the winner of the winning team and their coach will be selected to attend a two week training
stint and tour
- under 14, the winner of the winning team and their coach will be selected to attend a two week training
stint and tour
- for under 16, the winner of the winning team and their coach will be selected to attend a two week training
stint and tour

press release

CONCLUSION
DISCOVERING AND
DEVELOPING TALENTS
THROUGH FOOTBAL
Ken Barnes Football Academy have developed foot-skills
solutions to help young players and aspiring coaches
stay ahead of football trends and propose that Ken
Barnes Football Academy with the association of PT Abby
Global Network implement a logistics solution focused
on structured competition in the delivery process. Our
proposal easily integrates with the vision and objectives
of the state football association and can enable to
fully realize the benefits of improved productivity and
collaboration. Most importantly, we provide the grounds
and support for this new solution that ensures the
football association can ramp up quickly and realize
concrete improvements and potentials of players of the
future.
We look forward to working with your company and
supporting your efforts to improve the football skills
with integrated training and support services with you.
We are confident that we can meet the challenges ahead,
and stand ready to partner with you in delivering an
effective support solution for your football development
program.
If you have questions on this proposal, feel free to
contact our marketing team at your convenience by by
phone at +6221 7135 2058. We will be in touch with you
next week to arrange a follow-up conversation on the
proposal and will provide the full rundown of the events
upon finalization of the contract.
Thank you for your consideration.

